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Lunch is provided by El Nopalito Mexican Restaurant & Pizzeria.

Special thanks to the Comprehensive Plan Steering Advisory 
Group for their support and assistance, MCTV for filming the 
event, the FRTA for providing rides, Jayden Hosmer for offering 
childcare services, and Turners Falls High School for hosting.
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Welcome to the planning process for the
Montague Five Villages: One Future  

Comprehensive Plan

A comprehensive plan is a strategic framework that identifies 
a community’s vision and goals and guides future physical and 
economic development.

The development of Montague’s 
comprehensive plan is led by 
Town of Montague Planning and 
Conservation staff with assistance 
from Planning staff at the Franklin 
Regional Council of Governments 
(FRCOG).

This planning process began in the 
spring of 2022 with the convening 
of a large steering advisory group 
(20-plus members), followed by a 
community-wide survey that was 
fully completed by over 350 people 
between June and November.

Updating the Montague 
Comprehensive Plan will involve 
the entire community in a multi-
year visioning and planning 
initiative focused on preparing 
Montague for a healthy, strong, 
and climate-resilient future, while 
at the same time maintaining its 
unique character and sense of 
community.

Over the course of this year, we will be creating this 
comprehensive vision and set of goals and objectives for 

Workshop Schedule Overview 

10:00 – 10:45  Welcoming and Introduction 
   (Interactive posters and surveys)

10:45 – 12:00  Block A and Debrief  
   (Topic Focus)

12:00 – 12:35  Lunch

12:35 – 1:45  Block B and Debrief 
   (Village & Population Scenario Focus)

 1:45 – 2:00  Closing
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Montague’s future through a series of workshops and focus 
groups. This information will provide the framework upon which 
the comprehensive plan and its recommendations will be based. 

Please join us on March 9th for a virtual workshop via Zoom 
to hear the summarized results of this workshop and discuss 
goals and priorities for Montague’s future. Registration is 
required to receive the Zoom link:

http://tinyurl.com/montaguegoalsworkshop

And stay tuned to montagueplans.org, 
montague-ma.gov, and social media for 
additional opportunities to help plan our 
town’s future.

Montague is 
home to

8,500 people

31 square miles of land

13 miles of the Connecticut River

5 villages

…and one future.

What will that future look like?

Where should we be in 15 years?

How do we get there?

How does climate change impact 
our future choices?

Why plan now?
Montague Comprehensive Planning Context

It is anticipated that Montague, like other Franklin County 
communities, could see significant population change and 
possibly development pressure over the next few decades. The 
Five Villages: One Future Comprehensive Plan can prepare our 
community for how climate, population, the economy, housing, 
infrastructure, and land use patterns may change. The following 
is an overview of current estimates and trends in Montague.

Climate Projections

Impacts from changing precipitation will include

• Increased total rainfall.

• More intense downpours.

 ◦ The Northeast has seen a greater increase in extreme 
precipitation than any other part of the country, 
experiencing a 71% increase in heavy precipitation events 
between 1958 and 2012 (Figure 1).

 ◦ By the end of the century, our area could have 5 additional 
days of rainstorms that dump over 1 inch of rain.

• More frequent and potentially damaging flooding.

• Less snow accumulation.

• More frequent droughts resulting from earlier spring melt and 
less rain through summer and fall.

Impacts from increasing temperatures will include

• Warmer, shorter winters.

• More days where temperatures reach 90oF or more (Figure 2).

 ◦ By the end of the century, our area will have an estimated 
32 additional days per year with temperatures over 90oF.

http://tinyurl.com/montaguegoalsworkshop
http://montagueplans.org
http://montague-ma.gov
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• In the past 10 years, Montague has experienced: 

 ◦ Three years of extreme drought (2016, 2020, 2022).

 ◦ Major floods in Millers Falls (2015, 2021) and Turners Falls 
(2018).

 ◦ One day of excessive heat over 105oF (2018).

Montague’s climate will become warmer and droughtier, 
with more frequent heavy rainfall, more intense storms, more 
frequent flooding, and a general change in weather patterns. 
Infrastructure, farming, ecosystems, and other things that 
make Montague what it is will be impacted. What do we need 
to do to be resilient and prepared for these changes?

Population Trends

• Most recent population growth period occured in the 1980s 
and 1990s (Figure 3).

• The Town has experienced a stable population since 2000 
(Figure 3).

• The population is projected to continue to be stable through 
2040 (Figure 3).

• However, as the last several years have shown, climate, the 
economy, and other regional or country-wide events can 
change migration and demographics in unexpected ways. 

 
 

How should we be planning for multiple future population 
scenarios?

• The largest age group in town are 45 to 64 years old at 29% of 
the population.

• Seniors (65 years old and older) are expected to soon be the 

Figure 3. Population Change and Projection 1840 – 2040
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Figure 1. Observed Increase in Very Heavy Precipitation* 1958 to 2012
*the top 1% of storm totals 
Source: Groisman et al., 2005, update
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Figure 2. Projected Number of Days over 90o Farenheit, Franklin County
Source: ResilientMA
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largest age group—projected to grow from 23% to 35% by 
2040 (Figure 4).

• Children and young adults (0 – 24 years old) are projected to 
shrink from 27% to 15% by 2040. 

 

 

 
Demographic changes have implications for schools, the 
workforce, physical infrastructure, and municipal services. 
What are we doing to prepare for potential changes such as 
fewer school children and more senior residents?

• Montague is more diverse than most Franklin County towns, 
with 10% of residents identifying as people of color.

• The percentage of foreign-born residents, primarily Spanish 
speaking, has increased since the 1990s.

• The median household income is currently $65,925—the 7th 
lowest in Franklin County. 42% of households earn $50,000 or 
less (Figure 5).

• Income and wealth are not evenly distributed throughout 
town: residents in zip codes 01347 and 01351 (Lake Pleasant 
and Montague Center) are more likely to earn an additional 
$3,300 per month or more than those living in zip codes 
01376 and 01349 (Turners Falls, Montague City, and Millers 
Falls). 
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Given changing racial and ethnic composition and relatively 
low incomes for a portion of Montague residents, how are 
we thinking about the needs of the whole community when 
it comes to housing, community resources, jobs, climate 
vulnerability, and more?

Housing Trends

• There are a total of 4,108 housing units in all of Montague.

• An average of 3 to 5 new single family housing units are built 
each year in town.

• Median single-family home values increased 60%—from 
$168,285 to $275,000—between 2016 and 2021. Home 
values are rising faster than residents’ incomes, which 
increased by only 24% over the same period.

• 24% of homeowners are cost burdened by their housing costs.

• 53% of renters are cost burdened by their rent.

• 37% of housing units in Montague are rentals—third highest in 
Franklin County.

• 9.5% of housing units are subsidized affordable units, 88% of 
these are located in Turners Falls.

Figure 5. Income Distribution, 202116%
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Figure 4. Projected Change in Percent of Residents 65 & Older, 2010 – 2040
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Housing prices are becoming increasingly out of reach for 
existing Montague residents; over half of renters are cost-
burdened by their housing, and many Montague residents are 
shifting to a fixed income after retirement. How can we more 
equitably meet the need for housing in Montague?

Employment and Economic Trends

• 14% of residents work within Montague (but outside the 
home); 13% of residents work from home—more than double 
the 6% of people who worked from home 10 years earlier.

• The unemployment rate in Montague is 4.9%, which is lower 
than the state’s rate of 5.4%.

• The town’s key industry sectors are manufacturing (27%), 
health care and social services (23%), and education (20%). 
The share of manufacturing jobs has shrunk in the last decade 
and the share of health care jobs has also shrunk recently with 
the closing of the Farren Care Center.

• Approximately 2,600 jobs are provided by 294 employers in 
town. From 2001 to 2021, the number of work establishments 
grew by 100, but the number of jobs fell by 113. This 
suggests that smaller businesses and/or self-employment has 
increased.

• More people are commuting out of Montague for work than 
are commuting to Montague. Most commuters head to 
Greenfield, Deerfield, Amherst, and Northampton.

With the job landscape changing, how do we continue to 
provide jobs in Montague that are accessible and financially 
viable to Montague residents? 

Transportation

• The majority of commuters (70%) drive alone in a vehicle.

• 12% of households in Montague do not have a vehicle.

• Public transit consists of 3 fixed bus routes and the FRTA 
Access program.

• There are more than 17 miles of sidewalks in Turners Falls in 
varying conditions.

• There are over 1,600 culverts in town, of which 9% have been 
identified to be in critical condition.

• Bridges will need to be replaced as they near their lifespan. 

How can people travel around Montague more safely? 
How can we encourage people to drive less? How do we 
replace aging infrastructure and pay for climate-resilient 
transportation infrastructure?

Community Facilities and Services

• Montague has a Town Administrator, Assistant Town 
Administrator, and a Town Planner, plus boards and 
committees, to help implement the Five Villages: One Future 
Comprehensive Plan’s recommendations. 

• There is excess capacity in existing water and sewer 
infrastructure.

• School enrollments have been declining—between 2018 and 
2022, there was an average decline of students by 12% across 
the town’s elementary and middle schools.

• There are many older buildings (mills, schools, churches) that 
could be repurposed.

• Average Montague homeowner’s tax bill in 2022 was $3,941, 
compared to the state average of $6,724.

Montague has aging municipal facilities, a supply of unused 
older buildings, and a surplus of water, sewer, and school 
capacity. How can we improve facilities and make use of 
current assets to meet our shifting needs? 
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Environmental Trends and Zoning

• Montague is home to a diversity of natural environments: 
large and small rivers, large forest blocks, woodland and 
farmland, uncommon pine barrens and grassland habitat, and 
suburban and urban settings.

• Montague has a high proportion of Estimated Habitats of 
Rare and Endangered Species compared to surrounding 
towns, as mapped by the Massachusetts Natural Heritage and 
Endangered Species Program.

• Since 2000, new development has mostly occured in the form 
of residential development distributed throughout town, and 
as solar development.

• 60% of land in Montague is protected from development.

How can we balance the use of our land for housing, 
sustainable development, protection of natural and 
recreational resources, preservation of the farming economy, 
and climate resilience?

Community Visioning Workshop
Expectations

You will be assigned to a topic for Block A and a geographic 
area for Block B when you sign in for the workshop. Tables 
will be labeled with their topics/villages. Your table will have a 
facilitator and a scribe.

The topics are

 ◦ Housing

 ◦ Transportation

 ◦ Economic development and culture

 ◦ Community facilities and services

 ◦ Open space and environment

 ◦ Land use and zoning

Block A   |   Topics   |   50 minutes

Step 1. 
For your topic, take ~20 minutes to answer the following 
questions as a group. Make notes on your map using a blue 
marker to show strengths and opportunities.

• What are the strengths (inside town) of your topic in 
Montague or the Town’s approach to your topic?

• What are the opportunities (external to town) for your topic 
in Montague or the Town’s approach to your topic?

As you work, remember to always be thinking about how your 
ideas affect all parts of the Montague community. Think about 
who gets included in your ideas and who gets left out. And if 
there are any actions that can be taken to ensure inclusion and 
equity.

To help guide you, information on Montague can be found 

Unless otherwise noted, data presented here is based on 2021 
US Census data from the American Community Survey 5-Year 
Estimates (2017-2021), UMass Donahue Institute Population 
Projections (2018), 2020 Census PL 94-171 Redistricting data, 
and 2019 employment and commuter data from the US Census’s 
OnTheMap program, and the Town of Montague.
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starting on page 3 of this booklet.

Step 2. 
For your topic, take ~20 minutes to answer the following 
questions as a group. Make notes on your map using a red 
marker to show weaknesses and vulnerabilities.

• What are the weaknesses (inside town) of your topic in 
Montague or the Town’s approach to your topic?

• What are the vulnerabilities (external to town) for your topic 
in Montague or the Town’s approach to your topic?

Step 3. 
For your chosen topic, take ~15 minutes to answer the following 
question as a group. Make notes on your map using a green 
marker to show ways of making Montague more climate 
resilient in your topic area.

• How can we make your topic more resilient to climate change 
impacts?

Block B   |   Villages and population scenarios   |   50 minutes

Step 1. 
For the first ~25 minutes, discuss and draw on the map what 
you want your village to look like in 15 years. Also, how can 
you accommodate expected climate change impacts for your 
area 15 years from now?

• Keep in mind what we heard about the six topics from this 
morning (see page 11).

• It is okay to repeat what you discussed in the morning, but try 
to make it specific to the geographical area specific to your 
table.

• Discuss what you imagine as ideal and what you think the 
barriers to that ideal vision might be.

• Some specific questions you might ask to get discussion going:

 ◦ “Is commercial growth needed and if so what type and 
where should it go?”

 ◦ “How do we balance housing in this area—what is needed 
and where should it go?”

 ◦ “Where do I want to be able to walk to or bike to more 
safely?”

 ◦ “What recreation opportunities are missing?”

 ◦ “What is most needed to improve livability and 
accessibility for our elderly and disabled population in this 
area?”

Step 2. 
You have just been given a population scenario for 2035. 
Imagining this population change is spread evenly across 
Montague and the five villages, for the next ~20 minutes discuss 
how this population scenario changes what you think your 
area will look like in 15 years. Is there anything you would 
change about your vision to accommodate this scenario?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION IN 
THE WORKSHOP!!!
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Stay engaged with the comprehensive 
planning process at Montagueplans.org

• After the workshop, a summary of the comments and results 
will be posted in English and Spanish on the Review and 
Comment page of montagueplans.org.

• There is a link to a form on the Review and Comment page you 
can submit if you have further comment about the workshop 
and other workshops or plan drafts. Or you can contact us! 

Maureen Pollock, Montague Town Planner 
planner@montague-ma.gov | (413) 863-3200 x112

Megan Rhodes, FRCOG Planning Coordinator 
mrhodes@frcog.org | (413) 774-3167 x132

• Draft chapters will be posted for public comment on the 
Review and Comment page as they are completed over the 
next year.

• Register for the next workshop on March 9th at 6 p.m. on 
Zoom. Registration is required to receive the Zoom link:

http://tinyurl.com/montaguegoalsworkshop 

http://Montagueplans.org
http://montagueplans.org
http://planner@montague-ma.gov
http://mrhodes@frcog.org
http://tinyurl.com/montaguegoalsworkshop

